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-

-

ly taught at home and to highlight that art therapy classes can be regarded as an 

-

-

living creature must have an alarm system that signals an approaching danger 

anxiety and fear here. Fear 

anxiety is described as an unpleasant, intensely felt state of malaise, caused by 
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-

-

-

bia is a particular form of emotional disorder, manifested by the reluctance or 

-

the beginning of psychoanalysis, in particular by Freud Fenichel 

-

-

-

-

-

-

perience, interrupting the so-called anti-stimulus protection of ego, and signal 
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1, sometimes also symbolization and avoidance 

-

-

and avoidance

-

ful situations, such as the necessity to obey the group norms, rules, change of 

-

child may be afraid of school because of hostile teachers and School Admin-

usually disappears around 2 years old. The relationship of the mother and the 

child from the very beginning is symbiotic and over time it begins to be not as 

 

1 “!e mechanism of externalization based on locating the threat to the outside (“ the problem is 

school, not my experience “), should not be confused with the projection, where not only locating 

their unconscious a"ects in the outside world, but also assigning important intentions to important 

characters. If it was about aggressive intentions, you could ask if it makes sense to talk about a phobia, 

or rather paranoid tendencies (“the class wants to hurt me, although you claim that nothing indicates 

it”).
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-

oversensitivity

nervousness

irritation

shyness

nightmares

generalized fearfulness

immaturity

adults

tearfulness,

avoiding behaviours,

-

-

-

-

-
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-

-

-

properly to unpleasant emotions and the related emotional hypersensitivity 

-

and Pedagogical Clinic had quantitative character. The main aim of the study 
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among children individually taught at home and to indicate art therapy classes 

girls and 12 boys from 7-9 years old. 

-

education for pre-school children, pre-school units in primary schools, other 

forms of pre-school education, primary and secondary school pupils is regulat-

individual compulsory annual pre-school preparation of children and individu-

al teaching of children and young people2. 

Diagram 1

-

vidually taught have a school phobia diagnosed. From the diagnostic charts of 

of them have a school phobia after psychiatric consultation.

2 
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Diagram 2

The distribution of school phobia and separation anxiety

-

ally taught is very important.

-

-

adays, the importance of art in therapeutic, diagnostic or educational activities 

that reach to the artist through his senses, intellect, and sensitivity. Art can thus 

-

-

limitations, and is helpful in accepting oneself and others. As a result, creative 

-

Wygotski highlighted 
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reception [...] causes discovering deep and truly humanistic truths about life, 

namely passive or active. Passive impact is based on active communing of the 

and form of art in relation to a particular patient. It should be noted that this 

-

formances. The most important thing is to encourage a person to perform a par-

Such spontaneous creation is non-selective. The art-therapist asks a person to 

-

a person undergoes an important life event, such as emotional crisis, physical 

-

-
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-

cation also applies to dreams. Analysis and interpretation in this case rely on 

-

apy embedded in are the concept 

of Mahler

-

as transitional objects, that is, objects that are important, because they repre-

sent something important that is related to a relationship. Works created by a 

support in the passage of various phases of relationship development. 
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dimension does not require any additional preparation or priming of the canvas, 

nor digesting the plate, building a skeleton or making a form - nothing from 

the multiple treatments needed to implement the image, sculpture or graphics. 

materialisation of his vision, there are no intermediate stages. A hand holding 

hand-held composition immeasurably.
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The article is a report of quantitative research carried out by the author of this 

-

group.


